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I am happy to note that the BMC AA and BMC DT are bringing out this monthly newsletter 
BMC BUZZ which brings the BMC Alumni all over the world abreast of what is happening 
at their alma-mater. I am looking forward to associate with them in getting an MOU signed 
to establish a Bone Marrow Transplantation Unit at Victoria Hospital which will be a great 
boon to the economically challenged people who come to BMCRI and its attached 
hospitals for free or adorable treatment. This year may also is the inauguration the new, 
modern and well designed, student and teacher friendly multi-storeyed building which 

will be a great value addition to what is already one of the top Medical Colleges of the Country. I will 
certainly make all efforts to continue this communications and exchange of thoughts and information 
with the BMC Alumni on a regular basis.  
 

Dr. S. Sacchidanand 

Dean/Director, BMC & RI 
 

BMC & RI ANNUAL GRADUATION DAY 
 

247 students graduated this year.  
 

 



Letters: 
 

M.R. Balaji (BMC 1962 Batch) 
Clinical Associate Prof of Surgery (Retired), Chief of Vascular Surgery. (Retired)  
University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 

***************** 
Subject: Prof R M Varma  
 

I worked as a medical student for 6 weeks under Prof R.M Varma (morning to evening) in 
1965.   This great surgeon had a very unusual personality of intelligence, wit and extreme 
regards for all kinds of patients weather they were poor or rich..giving them a dedicated 
attention to their problems. . As he took interest in me as a young medical student, he asked 
me to follow him everywhere and took me everywhere all day seeing patients and doing 
complex multiple Neuro-Surgery procedures elective and emergent cases. It was hard to 
keep up with his fast moving mind and body. Even before I could close the passenger side 
door of his Fiat car, he was reversing the car fast from the parking lot in a hurry to go and 
evacuate sub-dural and epi-dural bleed, where at times 30 minute delay can cause either 
death or permanent brain damage. 
 

I almost went to Neuro-Surgery as my specialty goal because of him but I felt there were 
too many incidents where once nerve cell died it never came back leaving person with 
permanent disability. Instead became a Vascular Surgeon. I went and saw him briefly again 
in 2004 giving my respect to this extraordinary man. He could pinpoint the exact part of 
brain causing neurological disorders with great masterful clinical exam. (No CAT scan in 
those days). He devised and perfected Stereotaxic Neurosurgery. 
 
He single handedly with his efforts led for legislation being passed in India that all motor 
bike pillion rider should wear Helmets as they were most vulnerable for brain injury with 
accidents. ( drivers would hold on to the handle of bike as they fall with less direct impact 
on to their skull unlike pillion rider would be thrown off into air and hit skull coming down 
crashing). 
 
Dr. M. R. Balaji 
 

********************** 
Thank you. It is remarkable how our BMC Doctors re-attached a severed limb. Such acts of 
brilliance must be given more publicity not only  because we want to boast about the 
Doctors achievement, but also because as Dr. Segu rightly said, the golden hour and the 
way to bring the severed part are very important and the public must be educated about it.  
It is amazing to see two stalwarts in the limelight this month. Dr Sacchidanand a renowned 
Dermatologist assuming charge as Dean & Director of BMCRI and Dr Devadass the outgoing 
Dean. Both must feel happy about their achievements.  Hearty congratulations to them. 
The article on Dr R M Verma is beautiful to say the least. 
 
Prof C V Raghuveer. MBBS,MD,DCP. 
Sri Devaraj Urs Academy of Higher Education & Research, Tamaka, Kolar 
 

 



PROFESSOR DR D G BENAKAPPA [1930-2016] 

By Dr. Shubha Rao 

Dr. D. G. Benakappa, an extraordinary pediatrician and 

teacher in pediatrics too literally tens of thousands of 

students in the Medical colleges of Karnataka passed 

away at the age of 86 years on 27th September 2016. 

Even at that ripe old age he loved teaching and 

interacting with students and patients, at his beloved 

Indira Gandhi Institute of Child Health. At noon, daily, he 

would set out to spend time with them, bent over his 

walking stick but fiercely independent, the kindest of 

them all.   

DGB was born to his parents after 19 years of marriage, in Benakanahalli village in 

Karnataka. Studying medicine {MBBS from Mysore Medical college in1955} was not 

enough. His calling was children and he went abroad to the UK {1960, DTM &H} {1962 

DCH} and USA {1963 DABP} to train in pediatrics. He gave up a promising career to 

return to a Government job that paid pittance and extracted exhaustive work. He 

reaped rich rewards in terms of a loyal student following, patients that believed he was 

God, colleagues that stood solidly by him, and a network of friends all over the country 

and abroad, that believed in his vision. He was to dream of and execute the founding of 

an institution, which today, is a premier pediatric referral center with all subspecialties 

housed under one roof and one that excels in cadres of teaching.  

He served in the department of Medical Education of Karnataka in various posts over 

thirty years, in Mysore, Bangalore and Hubli. He worked as Superintendent of Vani 

Vilas Hospital and HOD pediatrics, training students for MD and DCH. His research in 

the areas of TBM, Reyes syndrome, JE, and Rheumatic fever, among others, resulted in 

many authoritative publications to his credit, in national and international journals.  

 The years from 1992 to 2002 at the IGICH were surely his happiest. 

During its inception, as a Director since 1991 he worked tirelessly, to raise donations, 

and grants from the philanthropic public & Government of Karnataka, to construct and 

to acquire infrastructural facilities for the Institute. The Indira Gandhi Institute of Child 

Health developed in a phased manner and started functioning from the year 1995 with 

the support and co-operation extended by the Govt. of Karnataka and the Governing 

Council. His students remember being taken to the construction site and given periodic 

tours by an excited DGB. His passion to see the fruition of his dream was inspiring. 

 



Under the drive and leadership of Dr. Benakappa as its Founding Director, Project 

Indira Gandhi Institute of Child Health, Bangalore - a Multi-specialty and Super-

specialty 250 bedded hospitals for children and a postgraduate institute of Higher 

Medical Sciences costing Rs.800 Lakhs, including building and equipment, was 

completed. Today this impressive institution caters to the poorest of the poor from the 

neighboring states too as it trains the best young brains in the country. 

DGB was awarded the BC Roy award twice, the Karnataka Rajyotsava award, and the  

Kempegowda award for his meritorious service in the promotion of child health. He 

was conferred the prestigious Dr Shantilal C Sheth Oration at the 39th National 

conference of the IAP [2002] and an honorary doctorate in 2014 from the Rajiv Gandhi 

University of Health Sciences. He was made FIAP in 1980. 

His stature was  immense.  He was an important top  office bearer of many professional 

bodies such as the Medical council of India, Senate of Rajiv Gandhi University of Health 

sciences, Bangalore University Syndicate, National Institute of Public co-operation and 

Child Development, Aids control program, and many more. 

The prestigious post of National president of the Indian academy of Pediatrics in 1988-

89 was a golden opportunity for DGB to showcase his talent for organization and 

execution of team work, and his humility and dedication to the cause of the child on a 

national front. He was a pioneer in initiating the immunisation dialogue in the national 

conference and working to promote ORS at the grassroots. He led simply. 

His message was unambiguous. Treat the child as you would your own, with the best 

science and the warmest heart. To this great man we say, "Rest in peace, noble soul, and 

know that you will be missed" 

 

WHEN WE ASKED HIS DAUGHTER DR. ASHA BENAKAPPA WHO IS NOW THE 

DIRECTOR OF IGICH, SHE FOUND IT VERY DIFFICULT TO REMINISCE ABOUT 

HIM…….   

Too many law suits against the director post, I hardly get time to even think. I am still 

very emotional about his loss. 

The worst tragedy is he has done so much for the poor children, but no condolences in 

the assembly. After sitting in the chair of the Director, I know how people have cheated 

him, they never allowed the institute to grow, he was so disappointed. Today, I got the 

highest number of postgraduate seats to Indira Gandhi institute of child health from 

meagre 9 to 19. He was to beg Dr. Shivananda to work up for PG seats, all directors 

after him have been very selfish. He wanted me to go to court and felt that I was the 

only person who can salvage it. In the short time he gave me, I did many things. After 

pooja on that fateful day, he told my mother that he will go to institute....The last word 



BMC BUZZ INVITES MORE SUCH CONTRIBUTIONS ON OUR GREAT TEACHERS. SO, 

PICK UP THAT PEN OF YOURS REMEMBER AND WRITE ABOUT A TEACHER! SOON!  

before death. Even at 86 years, he used to take classes every Wednesday and make me 

update his power point presentation. The day I sat on the director chair, September 

14th 2015, he told me not to lose focus on academics and care of poor children. From 

time immemorial I was brought up with "children, that too poor children are children 

of God". The long and expensive court battle and the successive cases by those who 

couldn't make it, had drained me emotionally, financially and almost every day he used 

to tell me "sorry Asha" On the day of his death, I was busy discussing with top 

Government officials, about how to make the institute of National importance, Which 

were constant words, all through that week. For all this I will get you Rajotsava award 

with a sheepish grin. Morning law minister Jayachandra, had called regarding a patient 

and enquired about Appaji, when I told him he is no more, he was shocked. sir, he died 

very silently .....And left behind a monument, which many claim for the sheer money the 

post has... 

There is not a day, I don't remember him, sitting on that hot seat, with no shoulder to 

cry, no hands to raise me, but with a determination not to let go of all his wishes to be 

fulfilled, with the little time I have. 

 

I have very many fond memories of Dr. D G Benakappa. Everybody knows he was a 

good doctor, great teacher and even greater builder of institutions. But the most 

important thing according to me is that he was a good man and that is what matters at 

the end of the day.  

I think it was the year 1972, when I had just joined the MD Pathology course at BMC 

under the guidance of Dr. M. Krishna Bhargava. Dr. Benakappa wanted me to become 

the secretary of IMA Bangalore Branch. He actually came to our department to try and 

persuade Dr. Bhargava to allow me to take up the post. Dr. Bhargava said “no”. He 

convinced Dr. DGB that I have to concentrate on learning pathology I remember MKB 

telling me that the next two years were very very important and a kind of prayer cum 

penance (thapassu). Later on of course I became secretary of Bangalore Branch as well 

as the State Branch, and got the IMA National Award for Best Branch. I can never forget 

Dr. Benakappa’s reassurance and advise when my first born had some fairly serious 

problems immediately after birth at St. Martha’s Hospital. He served the Karnataka 

Medical Council with great distinction and I could always depend on him for advice and 

suggestions when I was the Registrar of Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences. He 

was a great role model.               

Dr. K. M. Srinivasa Gowda 

                  



Clinical Skills Centre 
 

Dr. James V Harmon Assistant Professor of Surgery at the University of Minnesota, USA visited 
our clinical skills centre on 28 Tuesday March 2017. He is visiting our BMCRI and skills centre 
for the second time with very keen interest to initiate and setup a skills training centre and a 
simulation centre in BMCRI in association with University of Minnesota. He is actively involved 
in creating surgery interest groups from the medical college students and takes them through 
the basic necessary skills training even before they are selected for the surgery residency 
training in USA. He has the vision which is more or less akin to that of Dr. Lakshman, who is 
instrumental in our BMC alumni skills centre. He was quite impressed with the skills centre, 
maintenance, equipment and staff. I explained to Dr. James about the variety of courses that we 
have conducted and also the process that we go through from pre-test to assess the basic 
knowledge of the attending delegates then on to training and then the post-test to assess the 
improvement, he expressed that we are on par to any of the international standards. 
 

At his request we organised half day interaction with 17 of BMCRI house surgeons on 28 
March. The young doctors were very enthusiastic to learn the basic surgery skills. The 
interaction was informal without any tests or assessment. Dr. James and myself had met on 23 
Thursday at the skills centre and had discussion about the existing surgery training and the 
difference's between the Indian and USA training program's.  
 

Overall he was optimistic of establishing the link between the University of Minnesota and 
BMCRI. In fact he was happy that at least 2 Bengaluru doctors getting trained under his team in 
University of Minnesota. I requested to him to utilise the existing facilities at the alumni skills 
centre for all the skills training.  
 

Dr. Rajashekara Reddy H.V. 
Director – Clinical Skills Centre 
 

  



 

 

Digital Library: 
 

10 new high end desktop computers with Windows 10 have purchased and installed in the 

Digital Library. The decision had been taken in the last meeting of the BMCDT and has 

implemented now. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

BMCDT-INFOSYS FOUNDATION BONE MARROW REGISTRY 
 

AWARENESS AND DONOR REGISRTATION PROGRAMME 
 

1. 19th March 2017 – Sri Yadugiri Yathiraja Mutt – 12 donors registered. 

2. 20th March 2017 – Dept of Commerce, Christ University – 201 donors 

registered. 

3. 24th March 2017 – Vasavi Education Trust, JP Nagar – 529 donors 

registered. 

OBITUARY NOTICE 

It is with deep regret that BMC Alumni Association 

records the passing away of Dr. C. R. Rao. He was 

Associate Professor of Medicine in Bangalore Medical 

College in 1960s. BMC Students of that period would 

remember him fondly.  

BMC AA & BMC DT Offer sincere condolences to the 

bereaved family 




